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ABSTRACT 

This paper aims at proposing a sandwich-iterative computerizable numerical algorithm for an improved 

‘Interpolation Using Newton’s Forward Difference Formula’. Without any loss of generality we might assume that 

the ‘Interpolation-Interval’ is C [0, 1]. The algorithm uses the ‘statistical perspectives’ for exploiting the 

information about the unknown function ‘f’, available in terms of its known values at the ‘equidistant-knots in C 

[0, 1]’, rather more fully. The improvement, achieved by an a-posteriori use of this information, gets to be 

happening iteratively. Any typical iteration uses the ‘Twin Statistical Perspectives’ of ‘Relative Mean Square 

Error (RMSE)’, & ‘Bias’; the former concept being sandwiched by the latter. The potential of the achievable 

improvements through the proposed ‘computerizable numerical iterative algorithm’ is tried to be brought out/ 

illustrated per an ‘empirical study’ for which the function ‘f’ is assumed to be known in the sense of simulation. 

 

Keywords & Phrases: Bias, Relative mean square error, Simulated empirical study. 

 

AMS Classification Numbers: 32E30, 41A05, 62F10.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

1. INTRODUCTION: 

It is widely known that the ‘Newton’s Forward Difference Interpolation Formula’ is very popularly used in the 

numerical analyses of many investigative case-studies in almost all fields of science & engineering. 

 

This paper aims at proposing a sandwich-iterative computerizable numerical algorithm for an improved 

‘Interpolation Using Newton’s Forward Difference Formula’. Without any loss of generality we might assume that 

the ‘Interpolation-Interval’ is C [0, 1] rather than any general interval, say C [a, b]. In fact, C [0, 1] and C [a, b] are 

essentially identical, for all practical purposes, inasmuch as they are linearly ‘isometric’ as normed spaces, order 

isomorphic as lattices, and isomorphic as algebras (rings)!  

 

The proposed iterative-algorithm uses the ‘Statistical Perspectives’ for using the information about the unknown 

function ‘f’ available in terms of its known values at the ‘equidistant-knots in C [0, 1]’ rather more fully. The 

improvement, achieved by an a-posteriori use of this information, happens to be happening iteratively. Any 

typical iteration uses the ‘Twin Statistical Perspectives’ of ‘Relative Mean Square Error (RMSE)’, and ‘Bias’; the 

former concept being sandwiched by the latter. Thus, at any typical ‘Iteration’ we firstly use the perspective of 

‘Reduced Bias’, then secondly, we use the perspective of ‘Reduced Relative Mean Squared Error (RRMSE)’, and 

thirdly-n-lastly we use again the perspective of ‘Reduced Bias’.  
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The potential of the achievable improvements through the proposed ‘computerizable numerical iterative 

algorithm’ is tried to be brought out/ illustrated per an ‘empirical study’ for which the function ‘f’ is assumed to 

be known in the sense of simulation. 

 

2. ITERATIVE-SANDWICH ALGORITHM FOR ‘NEWTON’S FORWARD INTERPOLATION FORMULA’: 

 

The algorithm’s motivating ‘Key-Point’ is ‘fuller-use’ of the information about the unknown function ‘f’ 

available in terms of its known values at the ‘equidistant-knots’ in C [0, 1], namely “f(0/n), f(1/n), f(2/n), …, 

f(k/n), …, f(n/n)”.  

 

Newton’s Forward Difference Interpolation Formula is having the following finite form, using the aforesaid values at 

the ‘n+1 equidistant-knots’ in the Interpolation-Interval C [0, 1]. 

 

f (x) = f (0) + xC1 � f (0) + xC2 �
2 f (0) + xC3 �

3 f (0) + …+ xCn �
n f (0).  

 

       � � �������
��	 
�f (0); = NF [n] (x); say.                                                           (2.1) 

 

Wherein, ‘Binomial Coefficients xCk (
xCn)’ represent a polynomial of degree k (n) in ‘x’, respectively. And “NF [n] 

(x)” is the “Newton’s Forward Difference Interpolation Polynomial (of degree ‘n’ in ‘x’)”.   

 

Firstly, we will take of the ‘Statistical Concept’ of “Reduced-Bias”, like in [5]/ Sahai (2004). They, too, proposed an 

“Iterative Algorithm” which happened to be using, a-posteriori, the aforementioned known information “namely, ‘f 

(k/n)’; k = 0 (1) n”, iteratively.   

 

In fact, if at any stage/iteration the current polynomial interpolator “On (f) (x)”, is using the known values, say v (k) [= f 

(k/n); k =0 (1) n]’s; this algorithm will lead to the less-biased polynomial. Incidentally, at any stage/ iteration the 

‘Interpolation-Error’ is partly due to the “Bias”. 

 

Analogously to [5]/ Sahai (2004), to illustrate in our application, let us consider the beginning-of-the-beginning, 

namely the very first “Iteration”, as detailed in what follows. 

 

Using our “Newton’s Forward Difference Interpolation Polynomial” ‘NF [n] (x)’, we could get the interpolated values, 

say ‘v (k/n)’ for the unknown function ‘f’ at the ‘n+1 equidistant-knots’ “k/n [k = 0 (1) n]” in the ‘Interpolation-

Interval C [0, 1]’. Now, a-posteriori to the manufacture of our aforesaid “Newton’s Interpolation Polynomial ‘NF 

[n] (x)’ ”, using the available information, namely the given values ‘f (k/n)’ of the unknown function ‘f’ at the ‘n+1 

equidistant-knots’ “k/n [k = 0 (1) n]”; we use this very information [so-to-say more fully] again to calibrate the 

“Error-Values” at those ‘n+1 equidistant-knots’ “k/n [k = 0 (1) n]”, as below. 

 

Say, Er (k/n) = v (k/n) – f (k/n); [k = 0 (1) n].                                           (2.2) 

 

Now, using these “Error-Values Er (k/n); [k = 0 (1) n]”, in (2.1), we can have the “Error-Interpolation Polynomial; 

Say Er [n] (x)”, using (2.1), i.e. the same “Newton’s Forward Difference Interpolation Polynomial” ‘NF [n] (x)’, 

again! Hence we could arrive at the “Reduced-Error/ Less-Biased Interpolation-Polynomial”:  

 

Say IP [(1-1)] (x) = NF [n] (x) - Er [n] (x).                                                        (2.3) 

 

The achievement in (2.3) is ‘Step # 1’ in “Iteration # 1”/ Top-Layer ‘Bread’ of “First-Sandwich”! ‘Step # 2’ in 

“Iteration # 1”/ The ‘Stuffing’ for “First-Sandwich” comprises of the achievement per the application of the “Second 

Statistical Perspective of ‘Reduced Relative Mean-Square-Error (RMSE)’”, as detailed in what follows. 

 

Analogously to the estimation strategy in [6]/ Searles (1964), we consider the scalar-multiplication-variant “b. IP 

[(1-1)] (x)” of the ‘Interpolation-Polynomial’ in (2.3). 

 

Likewise, we will try to minimize/ reduce the “Summed-Squared-Relative-Error”: 

 

Say, SSRE (1) [n] (x) = � ������ � �� ��
�� � �� ��

���
����

��	 ���������
2 = A*b2 –B* b + c.                                       (2.4) 

 

As, we would have to rule out the choice of the possibility of imaginary/complex roots of the “Quadratic in ‘b’ ” in 

(2.4); the following choice-value of ‘b’ will be reducing the ‘RMSE’/ “Summed-Squared-Relative-Error” in (2.4). 

 

Say, b0 = (B/ 2*A).                                                                                                                                                         (2.5) 
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Thus, the ‘Step # 2’ in “Iteration # 1”/ the ‘Stuffing’ for the “First-Sandwich” happens to be the following 

“Interpolation Polynomial”, using (2.5) in (2.3): 

 

Say, IP [(1-2)] (x) = b0 * IP [(1-1)] (x)                   (2.6) 

 

Again, after this achievement per (2.6) using the “Statistical Perspective of Reduced RMSE”, the ‘Step # 3’ in 

“Iteration # 1”/ Bottom-Layer ‘Bread’ of the “First-Sandwich” will consist in the use of the “Statistical Perspective of 

Reduced-Bias” again, like in the ‘Step#1’! This would be exactly analogously to the ‘Step # 1’ in “Iteration # 1”/ Top-

Layer ‘Bread’ of “First-Sandwich”, with “IP [(1-2)] (x)” in the shoes of “NF [n] (x)”, and Err IP [(1-2)] (x) in the shoes 

of Err NF [n] (x), analogously to (2.3)! 

 

This leads us to “First-Sandwich Interpolation-Polynomial at Iteration # 1”: 

 

Say, NF [1, n] (x) � IP [I#1] (x) = IP [(1-2)] (x) - Er IP [1-2] (x).                            (2.7) 

 

Now, the improvement, achieved by an a-posteriori use of the information, as above in the three steps, happens to 

be happening iteratively.  

 

For example, similarly to (2.7), the “Second-Sandwich Interpolation-Polynomial at Iteration # 2” [for 

convenience of notation, we will have the following equivalent notation for the relevant Interpolation-

Polynomial]: 

 

Say, NF [2, n] (x) � IP [I#2] (x) = IP [(2-2)] (x) - Er IP [2-2] (x).                            (2.8) 

 

And, at the beginning-of-the-beginning of the ‘Iteration # 2’, “IP [I#1] (x)” will be in the shoes of “NF [n] (x)”, at the 

Step#1, and the subsequent Steps # 2 & 3 will follow exactly analogously. 

 

Any typical iteration uses the twin statistical concepts of ‘Reduced Relative Mean Square Error (RRMSE) and 

that of ‘Reduced-Bias (RB); the former concept being sandwiched by the latter.  

 

Thus, for convenience of notation, we will have the following equivalent for the “Typical-Sandwich Iterative 

Newton’s Interpolation-Polynomial at Iteration # J”: 

Say, NF [J, n] (x) � IP [I#J] (x) = IP [(J-2)] (x) - Er IP [J-2] (x); [J = 1 (1) m].                                                    (2.9) 

 

Wherein “m” will be the arbitrary “Number of Iterations” we are pleased to go for! 

 

In the following section, the potential of the achievable improvements through the proposed ‘Computerizable 

sandwich- iterative numerical algorithm for improved interpolation polynomial using Newton’s forward 

difference formula’ is tried to be brought out/ illustrated per an ‘Simulation Empirical Study’ for which the 

function ‘f’ is assumed to be known in the sense of ‘Simulation’. 

 

3. THE EMPIRICAL SIMULATION STUDY: 

 

To illustrate the gain in efficiency of interpolation by using our proposed ‘Computerizable sandwich- iterative 

numerical algorithm for improved interpolation polynomial using Newton’s forward difference formula’, we have 

carried an empirical simulation study. We have taken the example-cases of n = 2, 3, 5, and 8 (i.e. n + 1 = 3, 4, 6, and 9, 

knots) in the empirical study to numerically illustrate the relative gain in efficiency by using the Algorithm vis-à-vis the 

‘Original Newton’s forward difference interpolation formula’ in each example-case of the n-value.  

 

Essentially, the empirical study is a simulation one wherein we would have to assume that the function, being tried to 

be interpolated, namely f (x) is known to us.  

 

The numerical metric of the improvement is developed using the sum of the absolute {absolute differences 

between the actual (knowable, as the function is assumed to be known in the sense of the simulating nature of the 

empirical study) and the interpolated values at the mid-points of the equidistant-points/ knots in the 

‘Interpolation-Interval’, say [0, 1]}. 

 

Once again we have confined to illustrations of relative gain in efficiency by the Iterative Improvement for the 

following four illustrative functions: f (x) = exp(x), ln (5 + x), sin (5 +x), and 5x. To illustrate the POTENTIAL of 

improvement with our proposed Sandwich-Iterative Algorithm, we have considered THREE Iterations only. 
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The numerical values of SEVEN quantities are tabulated ~ THREE Percentage Relative Errors (PRE’s) corresponding 

to our Improvement Iteration (I # = 1, or 2, or 3) (PRE_NF[I (#), n] (x)), to the Original Newton’s Interpolation 

Polynomial (PRE_NF [n] (x)), and the corresponding THREE Percentage Relative Gains (PRG’s), corresponding to 

our Improvement Iteration (I(#) = 1, or 2, or 3), by using our Sandwich-Iterative Algorithmic Interpolation Polynomial 

in place of  Original Newton’s Interpolation Polynomial (PRG_NF[I(#), n] (x); I(#) = 1(1)3).  

 

For the calibration of these, the respective formulae are defined as in the following details. The ‘PRE_NF[n]’ of 

“Original Newton’s Forward Difference Interpolation Formula”: 

 

PRE_NF[n] =��� ��������� �!"��#�$%&
$%' �(��)*$+'

)*& ��,�(��)*$+'
)*& ��-

��� ./0���(��)*$+'
)*& ��$%&

$%' �-
 ]*100%                                            (3.1) 

 

The ‘PRE_ NF[I (#), n]’ of the ‘Interpolation Formula IF (I) N[n] f(x)’ after using Improvement Iteration (I # 1, or 2, or 

3) on Original Newton’s Forward Difference Interpolation Formula using n intervals in [0, 1], i.e. [(k- 1)/n, k/n]; k= 

1(1) n: 

 

PRE_NF [I (#), n] = [�� ��������� �!"�1�2�3#��$%&
$%4 �(��)*$+'

)*& ��,�(��)*$+'
)*& ��-

��� ./0���(��)*$+'
)*& ��$%&

$%4 �-
]*100%; I (#) = 1/2/3                                                   (3.2) 

 

And, hence, the Percentage Relative Gain (PRG), defined exactly analogously to PRE, by using the proposed 

Improvement Iteration [: I (#) (e.g., = 1, or 2, or 3)] Polynomials with the n intervals in [0, 1] over using the Original 

Newton’s Forward Difference Interpolation Polynomial could be defined as below: 

 

PRG_ NF [I (#), n] = [
�567+!"�1��2�3#��8�9567:!"�#��8��

�567:!"�#��8�� �]*100%; I (#) = 1/2/3                                                (3.3) 

 

These SEVEN values are computed using MAPLE RELEASE 13, for each example-number ‘n’ of the intervals in [0, 1].  

 

These values are tabulated in the following four tables ~ Tables 1 to Table 4, respectively, for each of the four 

illustrative functions, namely, f (x) = exp(x), ln (5 + x), sin (5 +x), and 5x, in the APPENDIX. 

 

4. CONCLUSION: 

 

As per the four Tables in the APPENDIX, the PRE’s for our Algorithmically-Improved Sandwich-Iterative Polynomial 

Interpolations are PROGRESSIVELY lower on each of the three successive iterations, as compared to that for the 

Original Newton’s Forward Difference Interpolation Ploynomial, for all the illustrative functions. The PRG’s due to the 

use of our proposed Algorithmic Sandwich-Iterative Polynomial Approximations vis-a-vis Newton’s Forward 

Difference Interpolation Ploynomial are also, therefore, PROGRESSIVELY increasing on each of the three successive 

iterations, for all the illustrative functions. Other “Polynomial Interpolation Formulae” could also be improved, 

similarly! 
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APPENDIX: 

Table: 1 

 

(Iterative) Algorithmic (In %) Relative (Absolute) Efficiency/Gain for f (x) = exp(x). 

 

Items � n�   2 3 5 8 

PRE_NF[n]     

PRE_ NF[I (1), n]     

PRE_ NF[I (2), n]     

PRE_ NF[I (3), n]     

PRG_ NF[I (1), n]     

PRG_ NF[I (2), n]     

PRG_ NF[I (3), n]     

 

Table: 2 

 

(Iterative) Algorithmic (In %) Relative (Absolute) Efficiency/Gain for f (x) = ln (5+x). 

 

Items � n�   2 3 5 8 

PRE_NF[n]     

PRE_ NF[I (1), n]     

PRE_ NF[I (2), n]     

PRE_ NF[I (3), n]     

PRG_ NF[I (1), n]     

PRG_ NF[I (2), n]     

PRG_ NF[I (3), n]     

 

Table: 3 

 

(Iterative) Algorithmic (In %) Relative (Absolute) Efficiency/Gain for f (x) = sin (5+x). 

 

Items � n�   2 3 5 8 

PRE_NF[n]     

PRE_ NF[I (1), n]     

PRE_ NF[I (2), n]     

PRE_ NF[I (3), n]     

PRG_ NF[I (1), n]     

PRG_ NF[I (2), n]     

PRG_ NF[I (3), n]     

 

Table: 4 

 

(Iterative) Algorithmic (In %) Relative (Absolute) Efficiency/Gain for f (x) = 5x. 

 

Items � n�   2 3 5 8 

PRE_NF[n]     

PRE_ NF[I (1), n]     

PRE_ NF[I (2), n]     

PRE_ NF[I (3), n]     

PRG_ NF[I (1), n]     

PRG_ NF[I (2), n]     

PRG_ NF[I (3), n]     

 

*********** 

 


